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LABOR IN PREPARATION

Robert Frost in his poem, 'The Death of the Hired Hand describes an
imaginary person named SILAS. Silas returns to the farm where he once
worked. Warren, the father, does not want him back for he is old and
unpredictable. Mary, the farmer's wife disagrees. She sees on the door
step a weary man possessing in the words of the poet

Nothing to look backward to with
pride
And nothing to look forward to with
hope. '•'

Robert Frost's imaginary hired man has many companions....individuals
having nothing to look backward to with pride and nothing to look forward
to with hope. And the present has precious little meaning. Many of these
people sit at the world's doorstep. They have labored with life but never
learned or had the opportunity to LABOR IN PREPARATION FOR LIFE.

Throughout the centuries., this has been the place at which Christianity
has made its transforming contribution. Our faith offers the Silases of
the world something to look backward to with pridea something to look for
ward to with hope^ and something that gives meaning to the present.

(FEAR)

It is natural for us to be fearful of the unknown. It is not unusual
for society's members to avoid working towards an unfamiliar destination.
We don't want to labor in preparation of what seems an uncertainty at best.
So we begin guessing before preparing. And as soon as life's experiences
become a series of guesswork our fears, anxieties and apprehensions mount
to unbearable proportions. Many fears are based on guesswork. One study
showed:

40$ of our fears and worries will never happen.
30$ are about old decisions we can do nothing about.
12$ are caused by our misinterpreting the feelings and

words of others. assuming they are what they are not.
10$ are about our personal health which only gets worse

as we worry.

anonymous

To LABOR IN PREPARATION FOR LIFE helps one eliminate some of the
guesswork which fuels our fears. The Church and our faith is a part of
the process.

The expression LABOR IN PREPARATION was not selected by accident. It
suggests a woman working to bring New Life to an Old World. As a husband,
about to become a father, it was my opportunity to experience a miracle
first hand. For both of our boys we prepared to help minimize our fears.






